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Kaminn Media Ltd, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Richard Crookes (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. A powerful deck of oracle cards combining the insight and
wisdom of ancient Greece with iconic images from the world of art - Consult the gods and
goddesses of the Greek pantheon and receive their spiritual guidance and wisdom, as part of your
soul s awakening and growth - Includes a 112-page guidebook and 50 full-color cards featuring a
treasury of old art images, beautifully enhanced by illustrator Richard Crookes - Explains how the
deities of the Greeks are still embedded in our world and reveals how to bring their powerful
influence into our consciousness again The mythology of ancient Greece gave the people their
history, moral principles, laws, and their spiritual support. All aspects of human nature and
experience had accompanying gods and goddesses that could be consulted or learned from. Deities
could be implored for support and guidance in times of stress. If you suspected a lover of infidelity,
you could consult Hera for help. If you needed strength in a task, Athena might assure you of
victory. Perhaps Eros would tell of a passionate, new relationship, or you might...
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ReviewsReviews

Totally among the best publication I actually have actually go through. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Glen Er nser-- Glen Er nser

It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia  Fa y-- Delphia  Fa y
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